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Object recognition in X-ray images is an interesting application of
machine vision that can help reduce the workload of human operators of
X-ray scanners at security checkpoints. However, automatic inspection
systems using machine vision techniques are not yet commonplace for
generic threat detection in X-ray images. Moreover, this problem has
not been well explored by machine vision community due to the lack of
publicly available X-ray image datasets. This paper aims to fill in this
gap.

We first present a comprehensive evaluation of image classification
and object detection in X-ray images using standard local features in a
BoW framework with (structural) SVMs. Then, we extend the features
to utilize the extra information available in dual energy X-ray images.
Finally, we propose a multi-view branch-and-bound algorithm for multi-
view object detection. Through extensive experiments on three object
categories (laptops, guns, bottles), we show that the classification and
detection performance substantially improves with the extended features
and multiple views.

Figure 1: Simplified model of a 4-view X-ray scanner. As the baggage
goes through the tunnel (in z direction), 4 X-ray generators scan one slice
of the baggage (x− y plane) to generate two energy images for each of
the 4 views. The energy images are combined through a look-up table to
obtain the pseudo color RGB images for better viewing for the machine
operators. The pseudo colors encode the material information (e.g., blue:
metals, orange: organic). We make use of two main properties of these
X-ray images to boost the object recognition performance: (1) material
information, (2) multiple views.

X-ray images contain much less texture compared to regular pho-
tographic images, with the implication of harder object recognition. X-
ray images may get extremely cluttered, with many overlapping, possibly
high density objects, making the inspection/recognition impossible even
for the human screeners (in which case manual inspection is required).
Objects usually undergo in– and out-of-plane rotations, which is another
major difficulty for recognition. On the other hand, the problem of change
of object scale and illumination in regular images is not a big issue in X-
ray images, since the machine geometry and energy levels are fixed. More
importantly, the material information provided by dual energy imaging
and multiple view images provided by multi-view imaging are both very
helpful for improving the performance of object recognition.

Figure 2: Sample single/multi-view object (handgun, laptop, glass bottle)
detections. Green box (thin): ground truth, purple box (medium thick-
ness): single view detection, red box (thick): multi-view detection.

We show that using multiple local color and texture features (differ-
ent point detectors + descriptors) improves classification and detection
performance. Furthermore, utilizing the material information, encoded
in the dual energy images or pseudo color images, with extended SPIN
descriptors (ESPIN, CSPIN) significantly improves the performance. For
textureless object classes (e.g., bottles), contour and super pixel based
features are better than sparse texture features. We present the results of
extensive experiments with combinations of various features.

Multi-view imaging helps the screeners examine the baggage con-
tents better from multiple viewing angles. We show that multi-view ob-
ject detection improves over single view object detection [1, 3], especially
when the single view detection does not work well. More specifically, we
propose a multi-view branch-and-bound search algorithm to estimate the
3D location of an object passing through the scanner tunnel. To do so, we
approximate the 3D bounding box of an object with 5 parameters (instead
of 6, so that the B&B search converges in reasonable time) by making use
of the machine geometry. We project the 3D box into 2D views and use
the local features from 2D view images directly.

We show that our single wiew detector with multiple local features
(BoWs + structural SVM + single view B&B search) works better than the
HOG-based single view detector (HOG + linear SVM + sliding-rotating
windows) proposed in [2]. Our multi-view object detector also works bet-
ter than the multi-view detector of [2], which fuses the HOG-based single
view detections in 3D to reinforce the geometrically consistent detections
while suppressing the false detections.
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